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A front-mounted

step allows access
to the RV-12

cockpit, and the
tip-up canopy is
sturdy enough to
handle a stiff wind

(left). A Dynon
display provides
flight and engine
information (below).
A bubble canopy

provides a
panoramic view
in flight (right) .
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"The best thing you can say about the
RV-12is that it fliesjust like the other RVs,"
said Mitch Lock, Van's East Coast sales
representative and builder of N912VA,
the first RV-12 made entirely from a pro
duction kit. "Youfly it with your fingertips
because it's very responsive. There's no
adverse yaw. And the airplane very obe
diently does exactly what you tell it to do."

Jogging speed

My introduction to the RV-12 took place
at the U.S.Sport Aviation Expo in Sebring,
Florida, where the wind blowing across
Lake Jackson was gusting to 18 knots. I
was surprised to see the front-hinged
canopy in the open position, but Lock
assured me the attachments were strong
enough that the wind could do no harm.

This RV-12weighs 719 pounds empty
and 1,320pounds at gross, giving it a use
fulload of 601pounds. It holds 20 gallons
of fuel in a rectangular tank located in the
fuselage aft of the seats, and the baggage
compartment holds up to 50 pounds. The
cockpit is 44 inches wide. The RV-12 has
flaperons (full-span ailerons that can
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be drooped to act as flaps but still move
differentially) that are deployed with a
two-position handle located between
the seats. The flaperons can be fully
drooped at speeds up to 82 knots. A sta
bilator with an eight-foot span controls
the airplane's pitch, and the electric
trim tab is adjusted by a rocker switch
on the instrument panel. Van's chose
a stabilator instead of a more tradi
tional horizontal stabilizer and elevator
because the stabilator is lighter, has
fewer parts, and by limiting the span to
eight feet, highway regulations allow the
airplane to be towed on a trailer with the
stabilator attached.

A step located in front of each wing
allows pilot and passenger'to stand on
the wing, and then lower themselves into
the cockpit without putting a foot on the
seats. The canopy comes down with sup
port from a pair of pneumatic pistons,
and it latches with the twist of a handle
behind the occupants, giving them an
unrestricted view forward and above.

Engine start is conventional Rotax
with one unique feature. An electric fuel

pump wired to the electrical master
keeps the fuel flowing continuously as
long as aircraft power is on. The pump
is designed to last far longer than the
engine's 2,000-hour TEO, so running
the pump all the time simplifies and
shortens the engine start, pretakeoff,
and prelanding checklists.

Flight instruments are displayed on
a Oynon 0180 primary flight display/
engine monitor with a Garmin GPSMAP
496 providing navigation and weather
information; a Garmin SL40 radio
handles the communications. The free

castering nosewheel allows impossibly
tight taxi turns. Some differential braking
is required to keep the airplane moving
straight in strong crosswinds, but the
nosewheel is designed with some inter
nal resistance so that it doesn't swivel and

shimmy like a wheel on a shopping cart.
A standard takeoff is performed much.

like a conventional soft-field takeoff: .

flaperons up, full aft stick to get the nose
wheel off the ground as soon as possible,
and full power. The rudder is effective
immediately and the nosewheel comes





All RV-12s have

tricycle landing
gear (far left), and
the Rotax 912ULS
is the standard

engine. Fiberglass
wheel fairings
(left) help put the
RV-12's top
speed at the LSA
category's 120-knot
limit, and they
are among the
airplane's few
nonmetal parts.

off the ground at about 20 KIAS. Back
pressure is relaxed to hold a constant
attitude as the airplane accelerates. The
best angle of climb, Vx' is 60 KIAS,and the
best rate, VY' is 75 KIAS.

On an 80-degree F afternoon at sea
level with two adults and nearly full fuel,
75 KIASresulted in a climb rate of900 feet

per minute and a lO-degree pitch attitude.
Straight and level at 3,000 feet with the
engine turning 5,400 rpm in high cruise,
the RV-12 showed 115 KlAS(120 KTAS).
This airplane wasn't equipped with wheel
fairings at the time of our first flight, and
with the fairings installed, the RV-12gains
about three knots in level flight, bumping
the LSAmaximum 120 KCAS.In a more
economical cruise power setting of 5,200
rpm, the Rotax 912 ULS typically burns
5.2 gallons of fuel an hour (at 115 KTAS).

Power-off stalls with the flaperons up
take place at 42 KIAS.Lowering the fla
perons all the way drops the stall speed
to 40 KIAS.Stalls in both configurations
are preceded by light buffeting felt mostly

Mitch Lock (above)
built the first RV-12

kit at St. Mary's
County Regional
Airport in coastal
Maryland.
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in the stick itself. The break is relatively
sharp, and recovery takes place instantly
when back-pressure is relaxed.

The RV-12 has a delightfully quick roll
rate. Aileron forces are light and well
balanced, and full-deflection rolls from a
45-degree right bank to a 45-degree left
bank (or the reverse) take less than two
seconds. Lowering the flaperons pro
duces a distinctive nose-down pitching
moment that's easily counteracted with
back stick and/ or nose- up trim.

In the landing pattern, the RV-12 flies
a normal final approach with flaperons
down at 65 KIAS,slowing to between 55
and 60 KIASover the runway threshold.
With the main landing gear on the runway
surface, the stabilator provides enough
pitch authority to keep the nosewheel off
the ground until the aircraft slows to 37
KIAS.A typical landing roll with no wind
and light braking is about 450 feet.

At 65 KIASand idle power with flap
erons down, our rate of descent varied
between 500 and 700 fpm. The RV-12

allows forward slips with flaperons down
if steeper approach angles or higher rates
of descent are desired.

"This is the easiest aircraft to land I've
ever flown in my life," said Lock, who has
built or flown every RVdesign from the
single-seat RV-3 to the four-seat RV-lO.
"When the wind's blowing down the
centerline, it feels like you touch down at
jogging speed."

Lock kept a detailed construction
log and said it took 555 hours for him to
complete the RV-12. He's a highly expe
rienced aircraft builder, however, and
he figures a novice would take between
800 and 900 hours to accomplish the
same thing.

Unlike the early RVkits in the 1970s
that Lock describes as "glorified mate
rials packages," the RV-12 kit includes
everything a builder needs except hand
tools. Jigs aren't necessary, structural
parts such as spars are complete, and
all holes are pre-punched and treated
so there's no drilling or deburring.



; SHEET
Model Vans RV-12

Baseprice: $61,000 kit Price as tested: $65,000

Specifications

Powerplant(s) Rotax 912 ULS
Recommended TBO 2.000 hr

Propeller Sensenich

Length 19 ft 11 in

Height 8 ft 4 in

Wingspan 26 ft 9 in

Wing area 127 sq ft

Wing loading 10.4 Ib/sq ft

Power loading 13.2 Ib/hp
Seats 2

Cabin width 44 in

Empty weight 740 Ib

"Youcan literally take parts out of the
box, [fasten] them together, and start
riveting," Lock said. Almost all the rivets
are pop rivets that don't require bucking.

Van'sAircraft has licensed the RV-12as

both a factory S-LSAand an experimental
kit E-LSA,and there's a great deal of specu
lation that the company intends to start a
factory to produce S-LSAs.Companyoffi
cials say they're studying the possibilities
but haven't made any public commit-

Max gross weight 1.320 Ib
Useful load 580 Ib

Payload w/full fuel. .460 Ib

Fuel capacity. std 20 gal

Oil capacity. ea engine 3 Itr

Baggage capacity 50 Ib

Performance

Takeoff distance. ground roll 700 ft

Rate of climb. sea level 900 fpm

Max level speed. sea level 120 kt

Service ceiling 13.800 ft

Landing distance. ground roll 525 ft

ments to build complete RV-12s, or sell
the manufacturing rights to another firm.

Lock has flown the RV-12 about 100

hours in the first eight months after
building it, including trips from his
Maryland home to Massachusetts and
Florida. Lock also has access to several
faster, IFR-equipped airplanes but says
he prefers the RV-12 for its ease of use
and simplicity.

"I used to look forward to night

Limiting and Recommended Airspeeds

Vx (best angle of climb) 60 KIAS

Vy (best rate of climb) 75 KIAS

VN• (never exceed) 135 KIAS

VS1 (stall. clean) 42 KIAS

Vso(stall. in landing configuration) 40 KIAS

For more information, visit the website (www.

vansaircraft.com). All specifications are
based on manufacturer's calculations. All

performance figures are based on standard

day. standard atmosphere, sea level. gross

weight conditions unless otherwise noted.

approaches in IMC and flying complex
airplanes as far and as fast as possible,"
he said. "But now that I've done those

things, 1find myself really enjoying the
RV-12. You don't get where you're going
in a big hurry. but you don't mind so
much because the experience itself is
something to savor." JaIA

E-mail the author at dave.hirschman@

aopa.org.


